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• Introduction
• Part 1: A primer on drug checking
• Part 2: Drug checking and everything else!
• Part 3: The Loop Australia
• Questions and discussion

Overview
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2004-05  Enlighten Harm Reduction (Melbourne)
2006 Co-authored Australian paper on intentions 

to change behaviour following test results
2007+ Moderator at Bluelight.org, sister site to 

Pillreports.net
2014-19 NHMRC fellowship on NPS at UNSW 

supported academic work on drug checking, 
including global catalogue (2018)

2019  The Loop Australia (Victoria)

Why me?
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Part 1
A primer on drug checking
• What is drug checking?
• What problems are we trying to address with it?
• Does it work?
• How is it done around the world?
• Drug checking for Australia?
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Defining features
• Drug taker submits drugs 

(pills, powders) for testing
• Service determines chemical 

composition of drugs 
(and often dose/strength)

• Test results confidentially 
provided back to service 
user

• Aims to improve public 
health and safety

Variable features
• Level of engagement 

with service user
• Public dissemination 

of results
• Wait times
• Setting of testing or 

mode of submission
• Type of analytic 

testing conducted
• Funding model

What is drug checking?
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• Street drug identification
• Drug safety testing
• Street drug analysis
• Pill testing
• Drug checking
• Drug testing
• Pill and powder testing
• Pill checking
• Adulterant screening
• Forensic testing
• Multi agency safety testing
• Point-of-care drug testing

52 years of… drug checking?

1967

2019

Heroin
Cocaine
LSD
Amphetamine
MDMA
Ketamine
Fentanyl
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1. Adulteration or misrepresentation 
• Illegal markets lack quality control mechanisms
• Substitution for profit motivation or accidentally
• Adulterated > risk due to unexpected responses

2. Purity
• There are no easy ways of determining substance purity
• High dose > risk of overdose

3. New/novel substances
• Many new substances are being identified each year
• Difficult to track health outcomes of new drugs in a timely way
• Novel drugs can be misrepresented as better-known drugs

What problem are we addressing?
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• service-user behaviour change
• provision of more accurate harm reduction advice 
• better clinical management
• intervention or connection with other services
• wider-network behaviour change
• changes in supply-side dynamics
• detect (and respond to) novel substances more rapidly

How does it work?



How is it done around the world? (2017)
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Drugs Information and Monitoring 
System (NL)
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Data analysis methods (2017)
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“An ideal drug checking strategy for harm reduction is:
1. Sensitive (detects substances that are highly toxic at low concentrations 

and in small, ≤1mg samples)
2. Quantitative (tells how much of each substance is present)
3. Specific (accurately identifies and differentiates a wide range of different 

substances in the same sample)
4. Adaptable (quickly adaptable to address drug supply changes)
5. Free of sample-to-sample carryover or contamination
6. Fast (PWUD must be provided with useful information before they use)
7. Field-deployable (must be used at point-of-use harm reduction and 

overdose prevention sites)
8. Easy to use and interpret the results (can be effectively used by minimally 

trained workers)”

Future technology is almost now…

Vandergrift, G. W., & Gill, C. G. (2019). Paper Spray Mass Spectrometry: A New Drug 
Checking Tool for Harm Reduction in the Opioid Overdose Crisis. J Mass Spectrom.
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Vandergrift, G. W., & Gill, C. G. (2019). Paper Spray Mass Spectrometry: A New Drug 
Checking Tool for Harm Reduction in the Opioid Overdose Crisis. J Mass Spectrom.
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• 2 x Canberra trials by Pill Testing Australia
• Yet all jurisdiction except ACT remain opposed

• Drug checking often framed in opposition to demand and supply 
reduction
• No evidence that drug use increases… yet ‘normalisation’ and ‘wrong 

message’ arguments persist
• Moral objection to drug use v pragmatic 

• Australian research (Barratt et al. 2018) = police support is essential
• But working with police on festival safety is complex when we 

acknowledge use of drug dogs and strip searches can increase harm

Drug checking for Australia?
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Part 2
Drug checking and everything else!
• The current challenge
• Drug checking as one solution of many
• Variables to consider
• Case examples
• Current controversies in the field
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1. How do we get permanent drug checking services 
with regular hours available in multiple parts of 
Australia? 

2. How can we get a better idea of what is 
happening on our drug markets, especially 
content and purity changes with less lag time to 
inform harm reduction engagement? 

The current challenge
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If we want predictable drug supply…
Method

known and regulated supply 
#safesupply

unregulated supply, forensically 
analysed by a drug checking service

interventions that provide general up-
to-date information to drug takers 
about content and purity of drugs 

The status quo

Basically solves the problem

Much better

Better

Not good enough

Client engagement

peer education / health services

drug checking integrated with peer and 
health services: personalised info

peer ed / health services can operate 
with privileged access to rapid analysis 
results from locally sourced drugs

peer education / health services 
informed by general lagged market info
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Where can the drugs be obtained?
• direct from consumers given to service (drug checking proper)
• from consumers depositing in amnesty bins 
• from police seizures/controlled buys/evidentiary samples
• from medics who find drugs on patients 
• from ground finds
• from used bags containing trace amounts (from cleaners who collect 

rubbish from toilets)

Rapid drug monitoring & dissemination
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Are drugs tested or the metabolites or drugs in human bio-
specimens? 

Do we find out content/purity before or after consumption?
How quickly is the testing conducted and disseminated? 
To whom and what is disseminated? 
Can content/purity be linked directly to an individual’s drug 
supply? 
Can the method detect misrepresentation directly? 

Rapid drug monitoring & dissemination
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Australia
• Fentanyl testing at the MSIC and MSIR
• ‘Rapid translation of forensic data from police drug seizures 

into clinical alerts to improve public health’ (grant under 
review)

• ‘What are they really taking? Measuring the true health 
burden of new psychoactive substances’ (failed NHMRC 
project grant)

Loop UK – Boomtown fair 2019. Parklife Manchester (annually).

Case examples
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• This is not either/or – direct drug checking + general 
monitoring of drugs can operate together in synergy

• It is wrong to conflate support for general monitoring of 
drugs with coercive policing practices

• There is also a tension between incremental change 
(aiming for gradual improvements) and pushing harder 
for better options and only accepting those options

Current controversies in the field

Note: little controversy elsewhere in the world…



The Loop Australia

Presenter: Dr Monica Barratt



The Loop Australia aims to:

• promote the prevention of drug-induced physical and 
psychological disease, harm and suffering through provision of 
forensic testing, training, advice and information to users, 
stakeholders, emergency services and wider society

• disseminate test results for the benefit of other agencies and the 
wider drug-using population, in order to promote the prevention 
of drug-induced disease

• monitor drug markets and drug-related trends
• inform local, national and international early warning systems





We are a:

• Australian Public 
Company limited 
by guarantee

• Health Promotion 
Charity with DGR 
status



The Loop Australia

• We have local teams leading the work in each jurisdiction
• Vic, NSW, Qld, WA (just starting) and ???

• We collaborate nationally and globally
• Sister organisation to the Loop UK
• We share information and equipment with NZ’s Know Your Stuff

• We are experts with direct experience
• Health workers, chemists, researchers and community organisers

• We have methods for on-site quantification of MDMA
• We are close to the people we are seeking to serve

• including people who use drugs, police, promoters, government



www.theloop.org.au
@WeAreTheLoopAU

@WeAreTheLoopAU
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Some of my work for further reading…
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and Alcohol Research Centre where I am a visiting fellow.
Thanks to The Loop Australia and The Loop UK.
Thanks to all my colleagues who have worked with me and thanks to everyone 
who’s listened to my thought on these issues over the years.

I welcome new connections and questions! Find me at:
• monica.barratt@rmit.edu.au
• @monicabarratt
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